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With Christel and Margaret as judge
You can give them a wink and a nudge
You can flatter and fawn
But you’ll still be forlorn
’Cause they’re scarily strict and won’t budge

**************************************************************
Catriona:
(gold trophy winner)
Three monkeys were strolling the pier
And were joined by a friendly old dear
She stole all their cash
And was gone in a flash
Before they could see, speak or hear
**************************************************************

John:

(silver medallist)

In Sumatra there’s an Orangutan
About all his lovers he sang
There weren’t many words
In fact all that was heard
Was - bang, bang, bang, bang, bang, bang
**************************************************************
Stéphanie:
(bronze medallist)
There was once a man in Beverley
Who changed his name to Valerie
But then he began to repent
The surgery he'd underwent
As he received a lower salary
**************************************************************
Keith:
Our Club has a Scots lass called Sheila
Who travelled life’s path as a teacher
Now that’s all behind her
You might try to rewind her
Cos frankly there’s nae mair to teach her.
**************************************************************
Jean:
A handsome young man from Dalkeith
Went stalking for deer on the heath
How could he know
That when the winds blow
His kilt would fly up to his teeth

**************************************************************
Dudley:
Social evenings at Kristina’s slott,
Is something that we like a lot.
We all stand in a line,
For good food and wine,
Making noises like an anthropoglot.
(Anthropoglot = an animal with tongue similar to
humans allowing human-like speech - like a parrot)
**************************************************************
Monica:
There is an old lady from Harrow
Whose limbs are all of a sparrow.
She went to a gym
And tortured her limbs
Stop whining and trust in tomorrow!
**************************************************************
Jan-Erik:
A witness to the landing of a Ufo,
knew that boarding one is a no-no.
He was sufficiently daft
to go inside the craft
and next found himself on Pluto
**************************************************************

